
Busy Bees March 27 - 31st Theme: Nutrition
Story Time

Books:  Carla's Sandwich The Bear Just Ate Your Sandwich Eating the Alphabet
Ten Apples on Top Pete the Cat and the Bad Banana Go, Go, Grapes Little Pea
Growing Vegetable Soup 1-2-3 Peas Monsters Don't Eat Broccoli   Rah, Rah, Radishes 
The Wolf's Chicken Stew Grocers Llama, Llama Mad at Mama    Our Corner Grocery

Songs and Finger Plays: Do You Know the Muffin Man? Apples and Bananas
Where the Watermelon Grows One Potato, Two Potato Cookies and the Cookie Jar

Games: Guess My Food Riddles - listening to the clues and identifying which food item 
is being described Food Memory - strengthening our recall abilities

Language
Alphabet Soup Matching alphabet "noodles" in our soup to the letters, A - Z, 

written on our spoons.
The Grocery Store Along with inspiring our imaginations, our grocery store in 

dramatic play will give our shoppers a chance to "write" and "read" their shopping list. Grocery 
clerks will be busy making signs, stocking food onto the correct shelf, and ringing up purchases. 
Money will need to be counted by the customers and clerks, the cash register rung up, the 
groceries bagged to take home, and meals cooked.      

Math
           Stacking Sandwiches Adding the number of ingredients - meats, cheeses, 
tomatoes, lettuce ...that the menu shows. We will be working with numeral recognition as well 
as counting.
           Bean Soup Graphing       Sorting and graphing the beans and pasta in our bowl                    
            
Art / Projects

Making Fruit Pizza, Carrot Salad and Mini Cornbread Muffins Spooning, spreading, 
stirring, slicing and mixing will give us fine motor practice. We'll work with number and capacity 
as we measure , which is math, and we'll "read" and follow recipes for literacy work.

Fruit and Vegetable Printing    We will use various fruits and vegetables to discover what 
shapes and designs they make when pressed into paint and then onto the paper.

Fine Motor / Gross Motor
           A Basket of Fruit    We will do some push pin work to punch out different fruits. Once 
we've collected our fruits into a basket we'll give it to Ms. Elizabeth as a thank - you for making 
us such good food to eat everyday. 
           The Food Groups Hokey Pokey      You put your fruit in, you put your fruit out.....Were 
you holding a fruit or did you pick up a bread?  Next verse you need to select a picture of a 
meat.  Ready now....You put your meat in, you put your meat out....

Science
Planting with Ms. Lindsay     Ms. Lindsay will work with our group to start some 

vegetables for our school garden. 
Will It Grow? We will watch, over the next weeks, for roots and sprouts after we place 

the end of a sweet potato and celery in water.




